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Belief and Rationality
In recent years deep questions have been raised not only about what constitutes rational justification for
religious beliefs, but also about the relevance of standard notions of justification to the analysis of a
believer’s relation to her beliefs. Indeed, the net tendency of the Anglo-American discussion since
(roughly) 1983 has been to say that religious persons can be entitled to believe a set of religious
propositions, and to do so with strong subjective certainty, even while lacking the sort of intersubjective
grounds that many philosophers in the past took to be necessary. One prominent expression of this
tendency has been the claim that (some) religious beliefs are “properly basic,” requiring no support beyond
the disposition of a properly functioning mind to hold them.1 Another is the argument that there is a
“parity” among different perceptual practices, say between ocular perception (perceiving a tree) and
religious perception (perceiving God).2
Let’s use the label Calvinists for those who maintain that religious truths can be among the basic
deliverances of reason and therefore do not require the support of more general evidential considerations.3
In one sense, the Calvinist approach is an instance of a broader strategy, which is to shift the burden of
proof from those who hold religious beliefs to those who challenge the rationality of holding them. Thus
D.Z. Phillips maintains that the only reasons that are required for a religious belief are those that are called
for within a particular religious language game; to criticize it “from outside” is to ignore the role of
religious beliefs as expressions of a unique form of life.4 Similarly, T.F. Torrance contends that one cannot
challenge religious beliefs for failing to live up to the standards of scientific evidence, since Christians, for
example, use methods and criteria appropriate to their own particular object, the self-revealing God of the
Christian tradition, which is all that the concept of science requires.5
We might call this broader strategy the Separatist Strategy, since it divides the domain of religious
belief off from other epistemic domains. Religious separatists may even agree with non-religious thinkers
about what counts as evidence in other domains or even “in general.” Yet they argue that, although
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religious beliefs may well fail to meet the standards appropriate to other beliefs, they are not in any
epistemic trouble, since they need conform to no epistemic standards save their own.
In contrast to these variations on the burden-of-proof strategy, one finds in the literature, a second
strategy for establishing the rationality of religious belief. Thinkers who follow this strategy hold the
canons of rationality (more or less) constant across disciplines and areas, instead making what one believes
into the dependent variable. We might call this approach the Liberal Strategy. Its advocates are concerned
about the results of science, about textual and form-critical questions in biblical scholarship, about atheism
and non-Western religions as live options for our epistemic peers in the West. They generally grant that
religious truth claims have become more problematic in our current historical context than they were in the
past. But rather than relocating the burden of proof, liberals are ready to revise the content of Christian
belief itself.6

Reservations about Liberalism
The revisions that characterize liberalism touch many traditional doctrines, emerging perhaps most clearly
in debates about what constitutes the true historical core of Christianity. Traditionally, liberal scholars
have stressed the historical-critical reasons for doubting the accuracy of biblical accounts concerning who
Jesus was, what he said, and what happened to him after his arrest. In the various quests for the “historical
Jesus,” these scholars have often emphasized what they see as the unacceptable supernaturalism of the
received accounts. In light of their negative conclusions, liberal scholars and theologians have proceeded to
modify traditional conceptions of Jesus’ life, death, and resurrection, replacing them with new conceptions
that are (they argue) more in keeping with what historical scholarship can establish about what really
occurred. Generally this strategy has involved replacing supernaturalist accounts and with partially or
fully naturalized ones.7
Among the many charges that have been leveled against liberal revisionism by conservative critics,
perhaps the most common is that there is something inconsistent, if not downright dishonest, about
defending a traditional faith by rejecting the tradition’s account of what that faith is and means.8 In its
usual form, however, such a criticism tends to rely on an exaggeration of the tradition’s unity and stability
before the liberals got to it. While there is no doubt a limit beyond which a revised tradition loses all claim
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to continuity, revision of one kind or another has been a pervasive feature of every religious tradition; for
that reason, liberalism can probably evade the charge that its revisionism is massively inconsistent or selfdefeating.
But there is another source of inconsistency that does seem to us to undermine the liberal strategy,
at least insofar as it is applied to claims that trace themselves to biblical origins. Despite their skepticism
about the historical reliability of the New Testament accounts, liberal scholars and theologians often
display a remarkable confidence in their ability to use those same accounts as the basis of their claims
about the nature of Jesus’ religious consciousness and social or political sympathies.9 But it is hard to see
how such reconstructions of “what really occurred” are better attested by the (generally sparse) historical
record than the traditional claims they are meant to replace. Indeed, one would think that the states of
consciousness of historically remote individuals would be if anything more difficult to establish than what
they actually did and said. Without pausing to illustrate the difficulties here, we merely record our
judgment that liberal reconstructions of Christian claims are substantially weakened by a consistent
application of the skeptical approaches that motivate those reconstructions in the first place.

The Implausibility of Parity Theories
A somewhat different source of weakness attends the broadly Calvinist argument that the beliefs of a
religious community are rationally no worse off than scientific beliefs or, say, the deliverances of
perception or common sense. This argument has been dubbed the Parity Thesis in the context of
perception10 , but we shall use the term to refer to any claims to epistemic parity. The standard objection to
parity claims finds one crucial difference between perception and religious experience as doxastic practices:
there is almost universal agreement regarding accurate perceptions but deep disagreement about the
veracity of religious experiences. Where disagreements arise in the former case, we are clear about how to
resolve them; we bring in other observers or engage in additional tests to separate accurate perception from
illusion. But no such mechanisms exist for sorting out the true and false claims of religious traditions.
Now there are several standard answers to this objection. For one thing, there are certainly some
minimal criteria for authentic religious experience that are shared across traditions, such as a lifestyle of
compassion or consistency with one’s own tradition.11 Beyond these, particular religious traditions have
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also developed detailed criteria of their own for resolving disagreements. Christian communities seek to
determine the authenticity of religious experiences based on faithfulness to scripture or tradition, the
resulting life and practices of the experiencer, and the effect of the experiences in edifying the church.12
Such criteria allow judgments about the veracity of religious experience to be made in a tradition-internal
manner, leaving the knotty question of religious pluralism for a later treatment carried out in different terms
and using a different kind of analysis.13 Advocates argues that, as long as religious experiences occur
within the context of a particular religious tradition, they take on the sort of specificity exhibited by
standard doxastic practices in other areas. In such cases, it is claimed, the parallel with standard
perceptual practices is sufficiently strong that one can speak of an epistemic parity between them.
But can the problem of multiple religious traditions really be treated as a subsidiary matter in this
fashion (or, for that matter, can it be dismissed as a non-problem)? Or does it reveal some implausible
features of the Parity Thesis—and indeed of the Calvinist/Separatist Strategy in general?14 In one sense, it
seems to us, the Calvinist response to religious plurality is logically unassailable: the epistemic situation of
an individual believer is not necessarily changed by her awareness of competing religious traditions. But
here one has to separate the logical question—Does the existence of competing religious traditions have to
change one’s epistemic relationship to her tradition?—from the empirical question, How might the
existence of multiple live options in fact alter the epistemic situation for actual religious persons?
There were epochs in the past in which cultures were sharply divided, such that the religious beliefs
and practices of others stood at a clear epistemic distance from one’s own. In such circumstances, the
deliverances of one’s community could assume the status of universal experience. But the day of
hermetically sealed cultures is long gone, at least in most of the developed West.15 For a significant
proportion of Europeans and Americans today, the presence of other options for belief—whether competing
religious traditions or non-religious worldviews—informs and influences their own religious beliefs. One
does not have to be a skeptic or an agnostic in order to feel the pressure of such alternatives.16
Consider, then, an individual who is convinced that other religious traditions (or atheism) represent
live options.17 She sees herself, let us suppose, as a member of a multi-religious society, in a world of
increasing interdependence. Although she recognizes the particularity of the Christian tradition, she also
sees herself as inhabiting an intellectual world characterized (among other things) by religious pluralism
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and by a certain rational ascendancy of scientific explanation. Religious propositions, for her, are not fully
isolated from this context; they are not, for example, basic givens of her experience.18 Because she shares
an intellectual context with others in her culture, she also has reason to accept, to some significant degree,
the theories of error and other “defeaters” presented by alternative views. Thus, for example, when
psychologists of religion offer a naturalistic explanation of religious experience, their account becomes a
serious contender for her (whether or not she finally finds it convincing). And if such alternatives are live
options, it will take more than the logical possibility that they are wrong to overcome them.
Of course there may be, and no doubt are, individuals who are content to respond to the various
worries about Christian theism by appealing to their religious experience, or by using arguments aimed at
undermining the objections by modal means alone (“it’s logically possible that Christian claim S is true,
and that’s all we need to make belief permissible”). We will be satisfied if we have established the point
that, at least for many with religious interests and even religious commitment, such arguments are not
sufficient (or even plausible). There are many persons for whom the Holocaust raises serious questions
about whether God acts providentially, as the New Testament claims; for whom the emergence and death of
countless species over millions of years raises questions about God’s creative interest in each human being;
for whom it does matter that the New Testament writings seem to rely on techniques of literary invention
that make it difficult to discern which passages are historical and which are instances of allegory or
“midrash”; for whom the existence of men and women of equal intelligence and integrity in other cultures
who hold diverging beliefs based on their religious experience suggests that the move from experience to
belief is somewhat more difficult than the Calvinist supposes.

The Possibilist Strategy
Despite their differences in other respects, the various strategies that we have bringing together
under the broad terms “Calvinist” and “liberal” share a common assumption. They both assume that a
successful defense of religious practice is a defense that establishes that rationality of religious belief.
There is, however, a third approach, albeit one that seems to have been overlooked in the literature.
Like the Calvinist Strategy, this approach holds the cognitive content of Christianity (more or less)
constant, and like the Liberal Strategy it refuses to dissociate religious attitudes fully from the canons of
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rationality that pertain to doxastic attitudes in other areas of experience. Yet it also realizes that
something has to give. According to this strategy, which it is our purpose here to propose and explore,
what should give is not the content of one’s religious tradition but rather the nature of one’s doxastic
attitude toward that content. What should give, in short, is (actual) belief.
Suppose, then, we take doxastic attitude itself not as a given but as a dependent variable. Note that
the range of possible doxastic attitudes runs along a sort of continuum. Consider these five:
(1) S claims that (she knows that) Christian truth claims are knowledge, and she knows what
objectively warrants them as such;
(2) S claims that Christian truth claims are warranted;
(3) S believes them to be true, but she doesn’t know that they are;
(4) S believes them to be possibly true;
(5) S disbelieves them.
Of course, one can continue on down the epistemic scale from there: S disbelieves them with increasing
strength, to the limit case of being absolutely certain that they are false. Note that in speaking of degrees of
belief we assume a perspective similar to Carnap’s “credence function” d(p), where d is a number between
0 (certainty of falsehood) and 1 (certainty of truth).19
The first three options are already well represented in the literature, and few would deny that each
of them represents a religiously acceptable alternative. What has been neglected, once again, is the
religious status of option (4), where the agent stops short of fully and actually believing a claim that
nevertheless governs her religious practice. In our view, a consideration of option (4) suggests a more
promising approach than either Calvinism or liberalism to the epistemological predicament currently facing
religious—and especially Christian—traditions. We will call this approach the Possibilist Strategy.
Of course, this option only becomes genuinely interesting if one assumes that theistic (or:
specifically Christian) apologetics fails. In what follows we thus assume that the apologetic
arguments—proofs for the existence of God, or arguments from moral intuitions, or evidence of God’s
revelation in Christ, or apologetics based on evidence that God raised Jesus from the dead—are not
sufficient to establish that Christian belief is rationally indicated.20 Now we acknowledge with the
Calvinists—and against the liberals—that the failure of apologetics doesn’t mean that a religious person is
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therefore obligated to withhold belief. W. K. Clifford was mistaken in his oft-cited argument that agents
have an obligation never to believe anything on less-than-sufficient evidence.21 The agent’s task is not to
admit beliefs onto her doxastic stage one by one as they prove themselves; rather, agents find themselves
already holding a vast, complex (and often inconsistent) set of beliefs and convictions.22 Hence if the
individual finds that religious convictions persist despite the failure of apologetics, she is not thereby
obliged to jettison them. Her disposition to believe might be sufficient to cause belief (“I just can’t help it;
when I see those stained glass windows I just can’t believe it’s false”); and it is not clear that she breaks
any epistemic obligations by believing.
In the case we imagine, however, the agent herself does not believe that she has sufficient reasons
for belief. She may realize that she “likes” Christian practice; that she finds it psychologically comforting,
morally inspiring, or aesthetically pleasing. But she is not persuaded that she has reasons for belief that go
beyond such influences.
Moreover, in saying that the agent lacks (what she takes to be) sufficient reasons for belief, we do
not mean merely that she lacks sufficient reasons that would count as such for others. As we have just
seen, a religious person could concede that she lacked intersubjectively compelling reasons and yet still
insist that she possessed private or subjective reasons for her religious claims. She might speak of her
religious experiences—say, her sense of encountering God in the mass or worship service, or her sense
when praying of the presence and love of God—as subjective reasons for her belief in the existence of God.
Let us call this response a subjective apologetic. A subjective apologetic is present when one uses
subjective experiences of this sort as a reason for maintaining strong religious beliefs in the absence of
intersubjective reasons. Clearly such reasons may be immensely forceful for the agent, influencing her
degree of conviction. The question, therefore, is not whether the factors in question are “intersubjective”
reasons or “private” reasons (e.g., formal apologetic arguments or instances of subjective religious
experience), but rather whether the agent herself takes these factors to be sufficient reasons for actual
belief.
At this point, we could easily become enmeshed in an extended discussion of which specific
propositions are and are not essential to Christian practice, and from there into a debate between those who
pursue the Liberal Strategy and those who reject it. Let us attempt to bypass at least part of that debate by
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formulating what might plausibly be taken as the minimal content required for a religious claim to pass as
Christian. Since this will presumably be a christological assertion, we might express it as Proposition X:
Proposition X = the proposition that, at a minimum, the person and teachings of Jesus of Nazareth
provide an important, and possibly unique, set of insights into the nature and purposes of the divine
reality; as well as an important, and possibly unique, means of spiritual access to that reality.
There are many reasons that might cause a person not to find the available reasons sufficient to
warrant actual belief in Proposition X. For instance, she might well find herself unpersuaded when the
following four conditions obtain:
(a) a significant subset of her epistemic peers hold (say) not-Proposition X;
(b) they have reasons for believing not-Proposition X that are analogous to the reasons given by
her religious tradition for holding Proposition X;
(c) they do so with an integrity and intellectual ability equal to her own; and
(d) no meta-perspective exists (such as an impartial group of neutral observers) for deciding
between the two views.23
We have not argued that these four, or analogous arguments, make Christianity unjustified or obligate
Christian believers to withhold belief. But we do maintain that such arguments are, for many people in
contexts like our own, plausible (and for some, compelling) grounds for withholding belief. And the
question then becomes, What happens when one is convinced that one lacks sufficient reasons for believing
Proposition X and yet remains committed to the tradition and practice that are (in some sense) based upon
it?

Christian possibilism
Clearly, a doxastic attitude would not count as a state of commitment if it were characterized merely by
bored contemplation of a logical possibility (in this case, the mere possibility that Proposition X is true) or
by cynical detachment from (what the agent views as) unlikely or implausible claims.24 Instead, we will
have to imagine that the religious claims in question are of immense importance to the agent; they will have
to be claims that, if true, will be highly significant for her self-identity, her understanding of the world and
her place in it. Among the conditions such a doxastic attitude would have to satisfy would presumably be
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the following:
(1) The question of whether claims are true preoccupies the agent and motivates her to explore
lines of inquiry that might help to answer it. Possibilism requires that the agent is unable
to ignore the possibility that the claims are true. She may wish or hope that they be true.
But one can also imagine cases where she is profoundly affected in other ways—perhaps
“haunted”—by the possibility of their being true.
(2) She is prepared to act on this possibility even in an epistemic situation in which she does not
possess what (she takes to be) sufficient reasons for actual belief.
As far back as Locke, epistemologists have recognized that a theory of belief, and thus of
warranted belief, must do justice to the differences in degrees of belief.25 Plantinga offers the following
formulation: “Say that a belief of yours is a partial belief if you accept it to some degree or other; partial
beliefs include those you hold most firmly together with all those which you accept to some degree or other,
no matter how small. (Thus the denial of one of your partial beliefs is one of your partial beliefs.)”26
Imagine for a moment that these conditions are met by a very large number of individuals, each of whom is
located at a different point along this scale of degrees of belief. In this (perhaps imaginary) case,
infinitesimal differences in degree of belief separate those who barely believe from those who are agnostic,
and the agnostics from those who very slightly disbelieve. Yet, it seems to us, one can still speak of
commitment at the lower reaches of the belief scale, at least as long as (something like) the above two
conditions are fulfilled. Must there then be some fixed point or immovable line below which commitment
fails—such that all above it are “in” and all below it are “out”? Or might not other doxastic attitudes move
to the fore when belief is no longer present but commitment is?
The doxastic position that suggests itself when the two conditions are met but when the degree of
confidence in Proposition X fails to qualify as “clearly believing” we are calling religious Christian
possibilism. It involves a pre- or quasi-believing stance toward at least some of the traditionally proposed
objects of Christian belief. How might the key features of such a stance be specified?

Possibilist Faith
It is important, first of all, not to exaggerate the novelty, within the larger Christian tradition, of identifying
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one’s core Christian attitude with a response to an apprehended possibility in contrast to a believed
actuality. For it may be the case that Christian “faith,” when clearly understood, has often been seen as a
matter of responding to a perceived possibility of divine address or vocation. No doubt the location of the
boundary between believed actuality and apprehended possibility has shifted historically, so that claims that
in the past seemed firmly established by evidence no rational person could deny can now be received, by
many of us, as possibilities only. Even so, it is arguable that faith was never seriously conceived as a
response to what could be known as ordinary facts are known. Probably it was always a matter of deciding
to act—or being surprised by the discovery that one could act or even must act—on the basis of
possibilities whose correspondence to reality could not be directly grasped or “seen.”
Whatever may be true historically, the conception of faith as a response to an apprehended
possibility of divine vocation is distinguishable both from the robust belief that God has acted/spoken and
from merely “playing along” with claims that one takes to be fictional, even if symbolically or
pragmatically useful. The first claim should be obvious: a doxastic attitude that falls short of actual belief
in the truth of (say) Proposition X cannot be identical with straightforward belief in that proposition. Of
course, to some persons it will appear unnecessary, or even dangerous, to associate Christian commitment
with anything other than robust belief. But they are matched (if not cancelled out) on other side by a
significant number of persons for whom any degree of belief in Christian truth claims has become
problematic.
The second claim is perhaps less obvious; how, after all, is Christian possibilism any different
from Christian “make-believe,” where one “acts as if” Christianity were true while actually claiming to
know that it isn’t? But this objection misconstrues the position. If the possibilist actually knew that the
beliefs in question were untrue, she would indeed be engaged in a sort of hypocrisy—the bad-faith exercise
of acting out the entailments of propositions one knows to be false.27
The possibilist, however, does not merely “play along” with fictional claims. Far from holding that
the truth or falsity of Christian claims does not matter, that all that counts is the pragmatic or symbolic
usefulness of acting in a certain way, the possibilist holds that the truth or falsity of these beliefs matters
supremely. She is committed, at least in principle, to exploring any lines of thought or action that might
offer her reasons either to believe or not to believe. Indeed, her sense that it is crucial to her personally
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whether or not the claims are true moves her beyond the careful neutrality of the religious dabbler or the
judicious skeptic who wishes only to give all options equal time. Condition (2) above required that the
agent be prepared to act on the possible truth of Proposition X, even in an epistemic situation in which she
does not possess what (she takes to be) sufficient reasons for actual belief. Unsure of the final truth of
Proposition X, she nonetheless accepts the obligations of discipleship, hoping thereby to come to know (and
satisfied that, short of knowing, she has acted according to the most important possibility).
One might ask whether this position is really a livable—that is, a psychologically viable—position.
Why isn’t it, for instance, a prescription for endless vacillation between actually doubting and actually
believing? In the first place, it isn’t clear that vacillation (within certain bounds) is all that far removed
from what faith traditionally and properly consists in. And in the Christian case such vacillation is
constrained, to some and perhaps to a quite significant extent, by the holistic interrelation of particular
parts of the gospel narrative. This interrelation makes it fairly easy for someone who becomes convinced,
whether permanently or temporarily, of the fictionality of a particular claim to treat that claim as symbolic
of some other claim—for instance, to treat a reported miracle of Jesus as a symbolic expression of the
resurrection. In other words, one can keep alive the possible validity of the gospel as a whole without
having to treat each part of the gospel, at all times, as a genuine historical possibility.
This is not to say that nothing has changed or that nothing has been lost. In other eras, it was
perfectly possible for a sophisticated Christian thinker—Calvin, for instance—to suppose that the divine
authority of the biblical narrative was sufficiently proven by the apparent historical fact of fulfilled
prophecy to render the basic truth of the gospel story knowable by reason. Such shared historical
knowledge still left certain claims in the status of possibilities to be appropriated by faith—chiefly, the
possibility that God had acted salvifically not just for others but for me personally. We might say that,
since Calvin’s era, the world of secure Christian belief has contracted substantially, while the world of faith
has expanded. And the result has surely been to render the social and psychological standing of faith more
precarious than it was in former eras.28
Indeed, it is not hard to imagine that what might be called the “doxastic burden” of Christian
discipleship may have shifted so substantially from belief to faith that faith itself will become increasingly
difficult or even impossible for would-be disciples who understand what has occurred. Perhaps it will turn
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out that faith can only thrive in a context in which the apprehended possibilities are projected against a
widely-shared background of supposed actualities. On the other hand, if God exists and has indeed acted in
Christ, then it is unlikely that God would let faith die out in this way. To apprehend the possibility that
God has acted is therefore also to apprehend the possibility that faith itself remains a viable possibility.
For that reason, an historical calculation of probabilities and improbabilities, even if it yields a scenario of
decreasing believability, cannot succeed in rendering faith an impossibility—although it may still happen
that, in one or another case, the contraction of belief will in fact leave faith with too great a burden.

An Epistemology of Christian Acceptance
The Possibilist denies that firm belief in the traditional sense is a necessary condition for genuine Christian
commitment, offering in the place of belief certain criteria of attitude and behavior. Earlier we mentioned
two general criteria for distinguishing possibilistic commitment from a mere withholding of belief. But
how, more exactly, should the features of a possibilistic commitment to a religious proposition be
specified? On this view, it must involve more than merely disbelieving (or being skeptical) about Christian
truth claims; it must reflect engagement and concern with the truth-question rather than a dispassionate
self-distancing; and it must be enduring enough to support some form of self-identification with the
Christian tradition. Finally, as we will see below, it must also be strong enough to support some version of
Christian discipleship.
Perhaps the best general term for the doxastic attitude we have in mind is acceptance.29 The main
philosophical question posed by our account, then, is whether one can develop a theory of acceptance that
will distinguish it from mere “acting as if” on the one hand and from actual belief on the other.
To accept a proposition is, negatively considered, to stand in a relation of non-denial to it;
positively, accepting a proposition means conforming oneself to it in some manner—doxastically,
pragmatically, aesthetically or emotionally. But one can also locate acceptance along a scale of doxastic
attitudes. Suppose we construct a scale running from the judgment that a proposition is “certainly true”
(call this 1) to the judgment that it is “certainly false” (call this 0). According to H.H. Price in his classic
treatment of belief, “the lowest degree [of assent; on the scale just proposed it would be just at or above .5]
is traditionally called surmising or suspecting, and the highest degree is called conviction. Between these
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two extremes there are the various degrees of opinion.”30
The trouble with many accounts of doxastic attitude is that features of robust believing (conviction,
constancy, consistency) are projected onto the vague regions near the boundaries of belief. When I surmise
or suspect that something might be the case, I can perhaps be said to believe it, but only in a quite
attenuated sense. The lines between surmising that p, somewhat inclining toward p, and merely wishing or
hoping that p are thin indeed. It is far too crude to say that one either believes or doesn’t believe—and not
only because there may be significant flux over time. Consider, for example, Price’s analysis of the notion
of half-belief:
“I see now that at that time I only half-believed what he told me.” I did not quite believe it, but I
did not disbelieve it; and yet I was not in a state of suspended judgement about it either. My
attitude was one which came fairly close to believing and yet did not go all the way; or it had some
of the characteristics of believing, but lacked others.31
On our scale, half-belief would presumably be scored as a .5. But it is a .5 that is crucially different from
agnosticism, that is, from the suspension of judgment regarding a proposition that I neither believe nor
disbelieve. For here the agent both believes and disbelieves the proposition in question. Agnosticism is
dispassionate and detached, whereas half-belief can involve
(a) significant involvement with the proposition in question,
(b) high emotional investment in the question of its truth or falsity, and even
(c) the commitment to act on the hope (wish, wager) that it may turn out finally to be true.
Indeed, since boundaries are so fluid here, these same features could even obtain if one slipped slightly
below the line of half-belief into a state that was more disbelief than belief. If an attitude exhibits these
three features, even if the degree of belief is less than or equal to .5, we will say that the agent accepts the
proposition in question. Acceptance thus designates a doxastic attitude the positive features of which are
based on a decision to act in a certain way and not necessarily on direct assent to a proposition.
In the Christian case, one might surmise that when a person meets these conditions for acceptance,
what she accepts is simply given to her by her tradition. A person either acts in accordance with the
Christian tradition or she does not. There is some truth to this assumption: the religious person may have a
basic commitment to the tradition without having a firm belief in any particular proposition. Yet further
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reflection shows that this on/off picture is not quite accurate. It’s not the case that one simply accepts or
rejects Christianity as a whole while varying along a full continuum from full belief to persistent doubt on
individual doctrines. Instead, some decision must still be made about the broad parameters of what it is
that one accepts. A given person may view the resurrection, for example, as definitive for her stance of
Christian acceptance at the same time that she does not put the miracles ascribed to Jesus or the Ascension
of Mary in this category. Another person may take, say, the authority of the church as a given to be
pragmatically accepted, even though she rejects the historicity of the biblical records virtually in toto.
How, then, are acceptance and belief related, if both play a role in religious commitment and yet
their roles are not identical? One accepts (by and large) what one’s tradition asserts by participating in that
tradition; one believes what one personally finds credible. Thus a religious person may change, over time,
not only what she believes but also what she accepts as basic to Christian commitment. Presumably the
content of what one accepts will be much more resistant to change than one's belief or disbelief in particular
claims. But it would be misleading to say that the object of acceptance is completely stable and objective,
while belief is variable and subjective. Acceptance still involves judgment about content, about what ought
to be accepted.
In certain cases the differences between these two modes of commitment can be subtle, since the
object of acceptance still involves some judgment on the part of the religious person. Moreover, one might
complain, “believing what one personally finds credible” has a Western, individualistic ring to it—it could
be that one finds credible exactly what is asserted by one’s parents, culture, or religious community. The
distinction is nonetheless sound. It would be misleading to say that a tradition sets no parameters on what
counts as its essential content. Conversely, the individual moment in belief is irreducible: one simply
believes what one believes and disbelieves what one disbelieves. You cannot be commanded to believe
what you don’t believe, nor can you make yourself believe by a simple act of the will. (You can, however,
will yourself to go certain places and do certain things that will make it likely that you will, with time, come
to believe a certain thing.32 )

Christian Discipleship
From the standpoint of discipleship, it is extremely significant that the role of will in acceptance is greater
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than in belief. For an agent can choose to act in the manner in which a person acts who believes
Proposition X, and she can persist in this choice even when actual belief, subjective conviction, or the very
desire to act in this manner are lacking.
By contrast, it is absurd to will belief in a proposition that one does not believe.33 When I try to
believe what I do not believe, I find myself engaging in make-believe. Take the proposition that GarmischPatenkirchen is only ten kilometers from Munich, where I am now writing. If I act as if I believe this, I
may, for example, set out on foot on Sunday morning and announce to you that I plan to have my midday
meal in a Garmisch restaurant. Of course, I might not believe that Garmisch is 10 kilometers away and
still set out by foot to walk there; my actions in both cases might be identical. But if I don’t believe this
proposition, I simply don’t believe it—whatever my actions may be.34
Now something interesting results if the belief in question cannot be empirically verified or falsified
as clearly as the Garmisch belief. You can learn decisively within one day that Garmisch is not an easy
morning’s walk—perhaps a painful lesson! But religious beliefs admit only of “eschatological
verification,” as John Hick argued some thirty-five years ago.35 In such cases acceptance can play a much
more decisive role. Instead of walking to Garmisch, imagine that you set out to “walk” to the Celestial
City, as John Bunyan’s Pilgrim did. Along this walk you may at times not actually believe that there is a
Celestial City, or that one can get to it by walking in a certain way. Yet when verification is deferred, it is
not at all absurd to “act as if.” If you “act as if” on the way to Garmisch, you will only get sore feet; the
100 kilometers will not get any shorter. But if you accept Proposition X—acting as one does who actually
believes it—then you may in the course of things exercise what would properly be called discipleship. And,
almost as an incidental byproduct of your “walking” in this way, you may in time actually come to believe
that Proposition X is true.
Acceptance thus allows for the doxastic state in which one is “acting as if” but not (at least at that
time) believing. Acceptance does not require actual belief, but it does express a significant judgment. It
might be a judgment about what it makes sense for the church (and the people who constitute it) to
maintain on a consistent basis—rather than a judgment, on some given occasion, about what I consider
more or less likely to be the case.
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Conclusion
As an epistemological position, possibilism shares several features with its main alternatives in the
literature today. It asks not about universal rational principles but about the support for the agent’s own
actions and beliefs, introducing questions of rationality at this level. Its first concern is with the rationality
not of belief but of commitment. But unlike many of its competitors, it explores the logic of commitment at
the lower levels of belief—and even in cases that fall short of actual belief in a given proposition or set of
propositions. We have argued that commitment can survive, and survive as rational, even in cases of
actual non-belief.
Is the possibilist stance more skeptical than its competitors? At first blush it might seem to be so,
since it countenances (mere) acceptance in the place of full belief. But suppose we understand skepticism
not to consist in doubts about whether a given proposition is true, but (more interesingly) to consist in the
denial that one has reasons to believe what one nevertheless finds oneself believing. There is nothing
skeptical, in that sense, about an argument that preserves the connection between reasons and belief but
defends the rationality of distinguishing belief from commitment. What would be skeptical, from this point
of view, would be an argument that defended belief on the basis of (reasonless) dispositions.
Again, the critic might respond, following William James, that believing or not believing is a
matter of limited time, the highest urgency, and the highest stakes. But here one grasps the advantage of
possibilism over the mere suspension of belief. There is nothing neutral about the possibilist stance; one
does not sit back with scientific (or dogmatic) detachment and wait for overriding evidence. Nothing
prevents the possibilist from embracing the most urgent form of, say, Christian discipleship.
Possibilism describes the situation of someone who cannot arrive at full belief. Although it entails
practice, it does not guarantee that the situation of doubt will be overcome. Indeed, it presupposes an agent
who has already internalized the powerful sources of doubt that have emerged from the broader debate
about the truth of religious claims. There is nothing irrational about the doubts that result from this
process; indeed, perhaps religious persons ought to doubt more. Rather, the question is whether such
doubts can nonetheless be fully compatible with religious commitment. And the thrust of this paper has
been to suggest that, indeed, they can.36
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